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Directions for the teacher: 

STEP 1 – Warm up: Have students choose the correct words to complete the two statements 

below and then discuss whether they agree or disagree with each statement. 

 

Learning to write in English is harder (then / than) learning to speak in English.  

 

Homophones can make it difficult to spell words (write/right). 

 

Ask the students why those word pairs can easily be confused. Ask if there are any other words 

they sometimes confuse. 
 

STEP 2 – Students may do the task on the next page either independently or in pairs. Correct 

their answers as a class. ANSWERS: 

a. Many complain that Paris is too touristy and prefer visiting smaller cities. 

b. The Eiffel Tower is definitely a tourist trap. 

 

c. Airlines always ask passengers to turn off electronic devices during take-off and landing. 

d. I used an electric heating pad on my sore back.  

e. Your electric (also: electricity) bill can also be called your electricity bill. People use different 

words. 

f. Where can you train to become an electrical engineer? 

 

g. Many consider stealing, lying, and cheating as immoral.  

h. Someone who has no thought of other’s needs or well-being and who hurts others without a 

thought or care may be seen as amoral. 

 

i. My aunt loves to read historical romance novels. Her favorite period is the nineteenth century.  

j. The first walk on the moon was a historic occasion. 

 

k. Presidents usually have at least one aide to assist them with daily affairs. 

l. The region affected by the hurricane received federal aid. 

 

m. For over a year, Sheila traveled with a troupe and performed plays by Shakespeare. 

n. The captain led his troop into battle. 

 

o. We can discuss this further at our next meeting. 

p. Our new home is larger, but it’s farther from town. 

 

q. I’ll miss Sarah. She was a good neighbor, a good friend, and my confidant. 

r. Are you confident you can meet the deadline? 
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s. They say that some kinds of lettuce have less nutritional value than others. 

t. Bananas are very nutritious. 

 

u. Will the bad weather affect your plans? 

v. Many doctors warn that watching TV can have a negative effect on children’s growth. 

 

w. His second win at the state chess championship was a testament to his skill at the game. (Note: 

some would use testimony to/of his skill.) 

x. The one eye witness gave her testimony in court. 

 

y. Because the chairperson was absent, the committee was uncertain how to proceed. 

z. A general discussion among committee members preceded the vote. 

 

STEP 3 – OPTIONAL. Assign word pairs to students and have them create their own examples. 

Post correct examples for all students to read (on a board, online, etc.) 
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Choose the correct word to complete each statement. 

a. Many complain that Paris is too (tourist/ touristy) and prefer visiting smaller cities. 

b. The Eiffel Tower is definitely a (tourist/ touristy) trap. 

 

c. Airlines always ask passengers to turn off (electric / electronic / electrical) devices during take-

off and landing. 

d. I used an (electric / electronic / electrical) heating pad on my sore back.  

e. Your (electric / electronic / electrical) bill can also be called your electricity bill. People use 

different words. 

f. Where can you train to become an (electric / electronic / electrical) engineer? 

 

g. Many consider stealing, lying, and cheating as (amoral / immoral). 

h. Someone who has no thought of other’s needs or well-being and who hurts others without a 

thought or care may be seen as (amoral / immoral). 

 

i. My aunt loves to read (historical / historic) romance novels. Her favorite period is the 

nineteenth century.  

j. The first walk on the moon was a (historical / historic) occasion. 

 

k. Presidents usually have at least one (aide / aid) to assist them with daily affairs. 

l. The region affected by the hurricane received federal (aide / aid). 

 

m. For over a year, Sheila traveled with a (troop / troupe) and performed plays by Shakespeare. 

n. The captain led his (troop / troupe) into battle. 

 

o. We can discuss this (farther / further) at our next meeting. 

p. Our new home is larger, but it’s (farther / further) from town. 

 

q. I’ll miss Sarah. She was a good neighbor, a good friend, and my (confidant / confident). 

r. Are you (confidant / confident) you can meet the deadline? 

 

s. They say that some kinds of lettuce have less (nutritional / nutritious) value than others. 

t. Bananas are very (nutritional / nutritious). 

 

u. Will the bad weather (affect / effect) your plans? 

v. Many doctors warn that watching TV can have a negative (affect / effect) on children’s growth. 

 

w. His second win at the state chess championship was a (testimony / testament) to his skill at the 

game. 

x. The one eye witness gave her (testimony / testament) in court. 

 

y. Because the chairperson was absent, the committee was uncertain how to (proceed/precede). 

z. A general discussion among committee members (proceeded/ preceded) the vote. 
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